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The only roads
that still exist
in the Congo
are those that
are built and
maintained
by the
international
logging
companies.
They were
more than
enough to
support two
HJ60 Land
Cruisers, but
from the side,
they looked
pretty sketchy!
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Weary of war
Words & photos: Ste
phen
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Seeking shel
ter at a Catho
lic
mission in B
razzaville, Con
go.

Cunliffe

thunderous booming
rolled down the main
street and echoed int
the mission complex
o
. The wind carried
th
e
sounds of fighting an
explosions from bare
d
ly a mile away. Refuge
es with small children,
hastily packed bundles
an
d
containing their most
prized possessions, be
trickle into the mission
gan to
compound. Soon the
flow of war-weary Co
grew into a torrent of
ngolese
frightened and depres
se
d humanity that flood
church. Smoke billowe
ed the
d into the sk y, slowly
wafting over the capi
we huddled together
tal cit y, as
in Braz zaville’s Catholi
c mission and anxious
any information on th
ly awaited
e nearby fighting. Th
e strife -torn Congo ha
inter-tribal fighting an
s endured
d war for so many ye
ars that many of thes
have never known pe
e people
ace in their lifetimes.
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untry detour to
massive cross co
a
o.
on
f
of
ng
tti
Se
e region of Cong
ting in the Pool
avoid heavy ﬁgh

Should we be worrie
d? Our Land Cruiser,
named ‘Rattle & Hum,
parked next to a burne
’
d-out minivan in front
of the Angolan emba
in Brazzaville.
ssy

LAND CRUISERS
SURROUNDED BY WAR

used Okoyo border post
in our HJ60 Land Cruisers.
Marooned in Brazzaville
The smiling border guard,
five days earlier, this mission
dressed in shorts, a tattered
became our temporary
shirt and thongs, insisted that
home in the Republic of
there was a USD$500 border
Congo. Before this round of
tax that was required–in cash,
fighting broke out, we were
of course–before he could
desperately awaiting the
lift the boom and allow us to
reopening of the international
enter the Congo. He even
border with the Democratic
permitted a little chuckle to
Republic of Congo (DRC).
escape as he clarified that it
The DRC capital, Kinshasa,
was not possible to provide
lay in full-view directly
any receipt for this “official
across the mighty Congo
fee”. Seven months into our
River. ‘So near, yet so far’:
African adventure and with 14
the familiar saying had
countries under our belts, we
annoyingly invaded my
were well versed in most of
mind three days earlier and
the bribery and shakedown
still reverberated, refusing
scams that corrupt police and
to be vanquished. We were
border officials employed
stranded in Brazzaville and if
in order to supplement their
the dull thuds of artillery were
government salaries. Their
anything to go by, then the
success in acquiring the illfragile cease-fire between the
gotten gains relied on the fact
rival militias was on the verge
that westerners were usually
of collapse.
in a hurry, somewhat ignorant
Two weeks earlier, after
and, quite understandably,
a fabulous time-out on the
maybe also a little scared.
island of São Tomé, we had
The key was to prove to
regrouped in Franceville on
these immigration and
the eastern side of Gabon.
customs people that we too
After a short drive, we
had all the time in the world
reached the infrequently
and that shaking us down

was going to be more trouble
than it was worth.
So we started to unpack
the Land Cruiser and set up
our camp directly in front of
the border gate. Amused
children from the local
village looked on as we fired
up the gas stove and put
water on to boil. Next all the
deck chairs came out and
we relaxed in the middle of
the street, while waiting for
the water to boil. Twenty
minutes later the border
guard emerged from his
hut expecting to see some
desperate tourists ready to
negotiate ‘the fee’ so the
relaxed people and circuslike atmosphere caught him
off guard. He registered
surprise and consternation
when we cordially invited him
to join us for a cup of tea; he
finally realized that the game
was up. Now it was his turn
to be worried. There would
be hell to pay if his boss
returned and saw us making
a mockery of Congo’s border
post, so we quickly broke
camp, gave the guard two
cigarettes (our standard gift

to the corrupt), and were on
our way to Brazzaville.

SERIOUS COMBAT, NO
ROADS, NO BRAKES

Exactly a week later we
found ourselves stuck and
taking shelter in a refugeefilled Catholic mission. By
the end of the day, Father
Celestine had gleaned
enough information from
escapees to inform us that it
was a localized government
offensive against ‘Ninja’
rebels who were holed-up
in the old prime ministers
house and refusing to leave
Brazzaville. He anticipated
that things would soon
return to normal. Things did
appear quieter the following
day, but we decided to
cautiously seek reassurance
and advice from our
embassies. Our group of
intrepid travelers consisted
of three South Africans
and an American, so we
decided to start at the South
African embassy, which
referred to the ‘incident’
as a ‘minor skirmish’. This
same ‘incident’ appeared
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on BBC World News
as “heavy fighting in
the capital [which] left
86 dead and hundreds
injured when heavyhanded government
forces used tanks to oust
Ninja rebels from their
strong-hold”. We decided
it sounded a little more
serious than a ‘minor
skirmish’ and went to visit
the US embassy. These
chaps were seriously
organized with a security
expert assessing the
situation on the ground,
a Marine reaction force
on standby in Kinshasa
and helicopters for an
immediate air evacuation
if the fighting intensified.
Over the following days
the situation was officially
classified as ‘tense’ and
the ceasefire ‘fragile’, but
it eventually stabilized and
we never did get to ride in

Series

all we could do was
marked on maps, so
These roads weren’t
d ask at local villages
an
ing
ad
he
a compass
follow the tracks on
ections.
for information and dir

the helicopters.
Out of the blue our
good friends and original
traveling buddies (whom
we had not seen since
an unceremonious split
in Mali) miraculously
turned up in Brazzaville.
This prompted a joyful
reunion where we traded
adventure stories late into
the night. After a week
of waiting and with no
news on when the border
might be reopened, we
decided to team up again
and backtrack to find an
alternative route south.
We fuelled up both Land
Cruisers, along with
all the jerry cans, and
set off on an extremely
circuitous route to Pointe
Noire. Although Pointe
Noire was directly west
of us, the Poole region
that separated Congo’s
two major cities was a
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A bunch of tree
trunks thrown
loosely together
to form a very
rustic bridge
in rural Congo,
and one that
requires a
spotter to avoid
a tire suddenly
falling through
a rotten hole in
the wood.

2
3
1
4

1. Jerry cans of fuel we
re essential
due to the massive dis
tances between
ﬁlling stations and the
unreliable
supplies in war-wear
y Congo.

5

2. Clay logging roads
can become
perilously slippery wh
en wet, as this
unfortunate truck dri
ver recently learnt.
3. Abandoned Soviet
armored vehicles
litter the countryside
after countless
years of civil war in the
strife-torn
Democratic Republic
of Congo.
4. Telling our story for
a local TV station
in the Angolan encla
ve of Cabinda.
5. Camping in a schoo
l courtyard in
Matadi, DRC, while wa
iting for our
Angolan visas to be pro
cessed.
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complete ‘no-go zone’ as it
was still the scene of heavy
fighting in the lingering
civil war. Instead we would
have to backtrack north,
virtually re-entering Gabon,
before using a compass
heading and the advice
of local villagers to make
our way west. This route
traversed an area that, on
the map, had absolutely no
roads; however, our greatest
challenge would be trying to
complete the journey without
brakes. Why?
Tim had spent the
day before our intended
departure preparing the
Land Cruiser. He cleaned
electrical connections,
greased bearings, topped
up engine, diff and gear
oil, but then he fatefully
decided to ‘tinker’ with the
brakes and that was the
end of the master cylinder!
We anticipated a two-week

wait to source a new part
from Europe, so there was
no option but to attempt the
journey without them. The
direct route would have taken
a day, but our strife-enforced
and brake-delayed detour
necessitated six hard days
driving. Slowing the Cruiser
required a combination of
down-shifting and furious
pumping of the brake pedal,
but using a combination of
logging roads, village tracks
and even well worn livestock
paths, we somehow made it
to the oil-rich coastal city of
Pointe Noire.
Pointe Noire bordered
onto the tiny Angolan enclave
of Cabinda, which meant
that the border was fully
operational and we were
quickly waved through. Oil
wells, on the land and out at
sea, were so numerous in this
region that their fires gave an
eerie glow to the night sky.

A massive military presence
protected these valuable oil
interests and made finding a
bush campsite impossible,
so we headed into town and
pitched our tents on some
vacant ground next to a big
mansion.

UMMMMM...OK!

We awoke the following
morning to discover a bizarre
note, slipped under the
windshield wiper, inviting
us to visit the house for
breakfast and hot showers.
This precipitated an hour of
doubt and heated debate as
we tried to determine if this
was a joke in poor-taste or
a genuine invitation. In the
end, the possibility of hot
showers overcame the risks
of embarrassment and Tim
walked across to the security
booth. A mad dash for the
gate ensued as soon as
we saw him being ushered

inside, as no one wanted to
miss out.
A multi-national oil
company owned the
mansion and it housed ten
Israeli employees who flew
unmanned reconnaissance
aircraft over the offshore
oilfields at night to detect if
there were any leaks. We
quickly discovered that they
had a crazy schedule, which
involved sleeping from 10am
to 5pm, working from 8pm
to 5am, then partying hard
through the dawn hours
before eating breakfast
and collapsing back into
bed. Our new friends were
exceptionally generous and it
was a very surreal experience
to kickoff a party and sink
our first beers as the dawn
sky lightened. We ended up
camping in their backyard
for four days and taking full
advantage of our first hot
showers in many months.
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